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BACKGROUND: Recently, a prediction rule was developed to preoperatively predict
the risk of severe pain in the first postoperative hour in surgical inpatients. We
aimed to modify the rule to enhance its use in both surgical inpatients and
outpatients (ambulatory patients). Subsequently, we prospectively tested the
modified rule in patients who underwent surgery later in time and in another
hospital (external validation).
METHODS: The rule was originally developed from the data of 1395 adult inpatients.
We modified the rule with the data of 549 outpatients who underwent surgery
between 1997 and 1999 in the same center (Academic Medical Center Amsterdam,
The Netherlands). Furthermore, we tested the performance of the modified rule in
1035 in- and outpatients who underwent surgery in 2004, in the University Medical
Center Utrecht, The Netherlands (external validation). Performance was quantified
by the rule’s calibration (agreement between observed frequencies and predicted
risks) and discrimination (ability to distinguish between patients at high and low
risk).
RESULTS: Modification of the original rule to enhance prediction in outpatients
included reclassification of the predictor “type of surgery,” addition of the
predictor “surgical setting” (ambulatory surgery: yes/no) and addition of interaction terms between surgical setting and the other predictors. One-third of the
patients in the Utrecht cohort reported severe postoperative pain (36%), compared
to 62% of the patients in the Amsterdam cohort. The distribution of most predictors
was similar in the two cohorts, although the patients in the Utrecht cohort were
slightly older, more often underwent ambulatory surgery and had large expected
incision sizes less often than patients in the Amsterdam cohort. The modified
prediction rule showed good calibration, when an adjusted intercept was used for
the lower incidence in the Utrecht cohort. The discrimination was reasonable (area
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve 0.65 [95% confidence interval
0.57– 0.73]).
CONCLUSIONS: A previously developed prediction rule to predict severe postoperative pain was modified to allow use in both inpatients and outpatients. By
validating the rule in patients who underwent surgery several years later in
another hospital, it was shown that the rule could be generalized in time and place.
We demonstrated that, instead of deriving new prediction rules for new populations, a simple adjustment may be enough to recalibrate prediction rules for new
populations. This is in line with the perception that external validation and
updating of prediction rules is a continuing and multistage process.
(Anesth Analg 2008;107:1330 –9)

M

oderate to severe acute postoperative pain occurs frequently after a variety of surgical procedures.
Incidences of up to 50% in inpatients and 40% in
outpatients (patients undergoing ambulatory surgery)
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have been reported.1– 4 Severe postoperative pain may
result in patient discomfort, reduced patient satisfaction, delayed discharge from the postoperative anesthesia care unit (PACU) and hospital, and limited
mobility and return to normal activities.5 Moreover, it
can promote delirium in the elderly6 and may develop
into chronic pain syndromes.7
Prediction rules for various postoperative outcomes
such as mortality have been developed and are used
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for risk management. Surprisingly, there were no
rules for preoperative estimation of the risk of acute or
late postoperative pain. Such rules could preoperatively distinguish between patients at high risk and
low risk to direct appropriate preventive pain treatment. Given the reported high incidences of severe
acute postoperative pain, the approach to prevent
pain in current practice seems insufficient for timely
identification and treatment of patients at high risk.2,8
A multivariable prediction rule (including only
predictors that are easy to obtain during a preoperative visit) was developed to preoperatively predict the
risk of severe pain in the first postoperative hour in
surgical inpatients.9 It would be useful if this rule
could also predict severe acute postoperative pain in
outpatients. We therefore modified the inpatients rule
to be used in inpatients and outpatients. Subsequently, we prospectively tested this modified rule in
patients who underwent surgery several years later in
another hospital (external validation). We used stateof-the-art methods for modification and validation of
clinical prediction rules that can be applied to prediction rules for any clinical problem. Hence, this paper
may also serve as a methodological illustration of the
modification and validation of clinical prediction rules
in general, which is a continuing and multistage
process.

METHODS
The original prediction rule was developed from the
data of 1395 adult inpatients who underwent surgery
between 1997 and 1999 in the Academic Medical Center
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. We modified the rule
with data of 549 outpatients who underwent surgery
during the same period and in the same hospital. We
subsequently assessed the predictive performance of the
rule in 1035 new patients10,11 (external validation) who
underwent surgery in 2004 in the University Medical
Center Utrecht, The Netherlands.

Original Prediction Rule for Inpatients
The development of the original prediction rule has
been described.9 In brief, patients were 18 – 85 yr and
all types of surgery were included, except cardiac
surgery and intracranial neurosurgical procedures.
Exclusion criteria were emergency surgery, pregnancy, ASA physical status 4 and morbid obesity
(weight ⬎120 kg). Induction of anesthesia was
achieved with thiopental in patients randomized to
isoflurane/nitrous oxide, and with propofol in patients randomized to total IV anesthesia with
propofol/air. Anesthesia was maintained with propofol or isoflurane in nitrous oxide according to the
randomization. Intraoperatively, the anesthesiologist
was free to use opioid analgesics (typically fentanyl or
sufentanil in appropriate doses) and muscle relaxants
as needed.12 The patients did not receive regional
anesthesia or combined general/regional anesthesia,
except for inpatients undergoing upper abdominal
Vol. 107, No. 4, October 2008

procedures (n ⫽ 30), in whom it was considered
standard practice to combine general anesthesia with
thoracic epidural analgesia.
The dichotomous outcome of the prediction rule
was the presence or absence of severe acute postoperative pain. Presence was defined as a numerical
rating scale (NRS) score equal to or higher than 8
(where 0 indicates no pain at all, and 10 the most
severe pain imaginable), occurring at least once within
the first hour at the PACU. A trained and blinded
research nurse recorded the severity of pain every 15
min with a NRS. If patients were not awake they
received a NRS score of 0 (no pain) for that time point.
The prediction rule was presented as a formula and
as an easy-to-use nomogram (Appendix). The included predictors were gender, age, type of surgery
(ophthalmology, laparoscopy, ear/nose/throat, orthopedic surgery, intra-abdominal, and other type of
surgery), expected incision size ⱖ10 cm, a preoperative pain score, an anxiety score and a need for
information score. The predictors anxiety and need for
information score were based on the Amsterdam
Preoperative Anxiety and Information Scale (APAIS)
questionnaire, which consists of six questions, each
scored on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 5
(extremely). The APAIS is specifically designed to
assess the patient’s preoperative anxiety score (4 questions, score range 4 –20) and an information-seeking
behavior score to assess the patient’s need for information regarding the scheduled surgery and anesthesia (2 questions, score range, 2–10).13

Modifying the Prediction Rule for Surgical Outpatients
To modify the rule, we used data of 549 surgical
outpatients who underwent surgery between 1997
and 1999 in the Academic Medical Center Amsterdam
(the inpatients and outpatients from this center are
further referred to as the Amsterdam cohort). The
same methods of data collection were applied as for
the inpatients. Hence, the same predictors and outcome definitions could be used. As the prediction rule
performed insufficiently in these outpatients, we
modified the rule so it was applicable and valid to
both inpatients and outpatients. To improve the performance, we made three adjustments to the rule.
First, we used a more widely accepted definition of
severe acute postoperative pain for both in- and
outpatients, i.e., NRS score ⱖ6 instead of ⱖ8, to better
adhere to the indication for administering acute pain
treatment in current practice.14
Second, the classification of type of surgery that
was used as a predictor in the rule for inpatients was
initially developed for prediction of postoperative
nausea and vomiting rather than for acute postoperative pain.9 For the latter purpose no suitable classification could be found in the literature; therefore we
developed this classification. We identified 27 groups
of surgical procedures based on clinical experience,
current practice and interviews with surgeons and
© 2008 International Anesthesia Research Society
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Table 1. Surgical Procedures Conducted in Patients of the Amsterdam Cohort, Ordered by Increasing Incidence of Severe Acute
Postoperative Pain (Defined as ⱖ6 on a Numerical Rating Scale)
Surgical procedure
Lowest expected pain
Endoscopic urology
Testical surgery (including orchidopexy, biopsy, prosthesis implantation,
vasoepididymostomy, testis-scrotum exploration)
Eye surgery (including strabismus)
Low expected pain
Pharyngo- and laryngoscopy plus biopsy
Ear nose throat surgery
Diagnostic laparoscopy
Gynecologic surgery (nonabdominal nonlaparoscopic)
Minor rectal surgery
Oral soft tissue surgery
Carotid endarterectomy
Moderate expected pain
Skin surgery or lymph node biopsy
Peripheral vascular procedures (including varicose veins)
Minor breast surgery
Procedures on muscle and/or ligaments of extremities
Upper abdominal surgery with epidural, including hepato-billiary, esophageal,
pancreatic and intestinal surgery
High expected pain
Major breast surgery
Bone procedures, including cranial/facial, oral, spine, orthopedic/traumatology
procedures on clavicle, extremities, hip and pelvis.
Instrumentation or removal of instrumentation, including spine, hip,
jaw/denture, hand/wrist, clavicle, elbow, ankle/foot or knee
Arthroscopy of shoulder, hip/pelvis and extremities
Procedures for abdominal wall herniation
Nefrectomy
Highest expected pain
Therapeutic laparoscopic procedures, including laparoscopic cholecystectomy,
gynecologic laparoscopy and other therapeutically laparoscopy
Intraabdominal surgery without epidural, including colon, bladder, prostate,
vascular and gynecological surgery
Tonsillectomy (in patients over 16 years)
Herniated disc surgery
Bone procedures including shoulder, thoracotomies, elbow, ankle/foot
(excluding instrumentation or removal of instrumentation)
Thyroid procedures
Peripheral nerve reconstruction
Vaginal hysterectomy

anesthesiologists (Table 1). Subsequently, the univariable association between each surgical group and
severe acute postoperative pain was estimated. Groups
with similar associations were further combined.
Third, we included an additional predictor “surgical setting” (ambulatory surgery: yes versus no), as we
expected that inpatients may have a higher risk of
postoperative pain than outpatients.
Subsequently, the regression coefficients of the
seven predictors of the original rule (Appendix) plus
surgical setting were estimated in a multivariable
logistic regression model15 in the combined data of the
inpatients and the outpatients. We hypothesized a
priori that the predictive effect of gender and type of
surgery could be different for surgical inpatients and
outpatients. Possible differences in the effect of the
predictors between inpatients and outpatients were
tested with interaction terms. To prevent problems of
1332
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Incidence %

Severe pain
n (total n)

26
27

7 (27)
3 (11)

37

43 (116)

40
47
48
49
49
55
56

8 (20)
130 (277)
50 (105)
34 (69)
18 (37)
21 (38)
5 (9)

58
59
61
63
63

43 (74)
26 (44)
39 (64)
75 (119)
19 (30)

67
68

45 (67)
255 (377)

69
69

42 (61)
9 (13)

76

94 (123)

80

49 (61)

80
84
85

37 (46)
16 (19)
86 (101)

86
92
100

12 (14)
12 (13)
7 (7)

multiple testing, we used one overall test that considered all interaction terms together, with P ⬍ 0.30, to
conform to current statistical guidelines.16
The incidence of severe postoperative pain might
be different in other patients, as incidences change
over time due to changes in treatment protocols. By
adjusting the intercept of the prediction rule, this
difference in incidence can be accounted for. To anticipate potential different incidences, we presented
the modified rule with alternative intercept values so
that the rule could be applied in other populations
with different incidences of severe pain.
Prediction rules usually show overly optimistic performance in the patients from which they are developed.10,11,17,18 We therefore estimated the amount of
optimism with bootstrapping techniques.18 –20 Further,
regression coefficients are usually too extreme. As a
consequence, low predicted risks are too low in new
ANESTHESIA & ANALGESIA

patients and high predicted risks are too high. We
therefore shrunk the logistic regression coefficients of the
modified rule with a shrinkage factor that was smaller
than one. The shrinkage factor was also derived with
bootstrapping.

External Validation
Predictive performance of prediction rules needs to
be tested in new patients before the rules can be
applied in daily clinical practice.10,11,17,18 To test
whether the rule was generalizable across time and
place, we studied the predictive performance of the
rule in 1035 new consecutive patients from a prospective cohort that underwent surgery between February
and December 2004 in a different academic hospital
(University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands;
the cohort is further referred to as the Utrecht cohort).
The same predictors, outcome definitions and measurements were used as in the Amsterdam cohort.

Predictive Performance Measures
To study the predictive performance of the modified prediction rule in the Utrecht cohort, we assessed
the calibration and discrimination of the rule. Calibration refers to the agreement between the predicted
risks and observed incidences of severe acute postoperative pain in the new patients. This was graphically
assessed with a calibration plot18 and tested with the
Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic, where an insignificant
test indicates good model fit.15 Discrimination is the
ability of the rule to distinguish between patients with
severe pain and patients without severe pain, and was
quantified with the area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve (ROC area). An ROC area ranges
from 0.5 (no discrimination; same as flipping a coin) to
1.0 (perfect discrimination).18

RESULTS
The Modified Prediction rule for Surgical Inpatients
and Outpatients
The new classification of type of surgery resulted in
a predictor with five categories (Table 1); i.e., lowest
expected incidence of pain (observed incidence of
severe postoperative pain 33%), low expected incidence of pain (47%), moderate expected incidence of
pain (61%), high expected incidence of pain (68%) and
highest expected incidence of pain (84%). Twenty-one
patients with an unknown or rare surgical procedure
(i.e., less than five patients in the database, surgery of
the penis, bone marrow, and trachea) were excluded
from the analysis, since their effect on postoperative
pain could not be reliably estimated. Some surgical
groups still had small numbers (more than 5 but ⬍20
patients, such as carotid endarterectomy and vaginal
hysterectomy, Table 1). These groups were explicitly
retained in the analysis to enhance generalizability of
the final results, even though the uncertainty in the
outcome incidence will be higher for these groups
than in groups with, for example, more than 100
Vol. 107, No. 4, October 2008

patients. The effects of the tested interaction terms
were statistically significant and included in the prediction rule.
As we decreased the threshold for “severe” postoperative pain from a NRS score ⱖ8 to a NRS score ⱖ6,
other variables than included in the original rule could
have become important. Hence, we performed an
extra analysis to quantify whether other variables,
such as Body Mass Index (BMI), duration of surgery
and type of anesthesia (IV versus inhaled), had an
added predictive effect. All these other variables were
far from significant and no important predictors were
missed.
Of the surgical outpatients, 48% (265/549) reported
a NRS score ⱖ6 within the first hour after arriving at
the PACU, versus 67% (935/1395) of the inpatients
(Table 2, second and third column). Outpatients were
on average younger and less often had a large incision
size (20 vs 44%). Outpatients underwent types of
surgery with high or highest expected pain incidences
less often than inpatients.
The model was presented as a formula (Table 3)
and as an easy to use score chart (Fig. 1). Table 3
shows the intercept and the regression coefficients of
the predictors in the modified prediction rule. The risk
of severe postoperative pain was increased by a large
expected incision size (larger than 10 cm), high preoperative pain and anxiety scores, and decreased by
female gender, older age and higher need for information scores. The interaction terms indicated that the
effects of gender and type of surgery were different in
inpatients and outpatients. For example, the effect of
the type of surgery on the risk of severe postoperative
pain was smaller (indicated by the negative interaction term) for outpatients than for inpatients who
were scheduled for the same type of surgery.
We estimated intercept values for different incidences of severe postoperative pain (Table 3), so that
when the rule is applied in a population with a
different incidence, the intercept of the rule can be
adjusted.
The calibration of the modified rule was
adequate, also expressed by the nonsignificant
Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic (P: 0.09). The ROC area
of the rule was 0.71 (95% confidence interval: 0.66,
0.76).

External Validation of the Modified Rule in the
Utrecht Cohort
One-third of the patients in the Utrecht cohort
reported severe postoperative pain (36%), compared
to 62% of the patients in the Amsterdam cohort (Table
2). The distribution of most predictors was similar in
the two cohorts, although the patients in the Utrecht
cohort were slightly older and underwent ambulatory
surgery more often, reflecting the current trend towards more outpatient surgery. They also had large
expected incision sizes less often than patients in the
Amsterdam cohort. We tested the modified prediction
© 2008 International Anesthesia Research Society
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Table 2. Distribution of Patient Characteristics of Patients who Underwent Surgery Between April 1997 and January 1999 in the
Amsterdam Cohort, and the Patients Who Underwent Surgery Between February and December 2004 in the Utrecht Cohort; % (n)
Unless Stated Otherwise
Amsterdam cohort
1997–1999
Patient characteristics
Female gender
Age (yr)a
Preoperative pain score, (NRS)a
Type of surgery
Lowest expected incidence of pain
Low expected incidence of pain
Medium expected incidence of pain
High expected incidence of pain
Highest expected incidence of pain
Expected incision size ⱖ10 cm
APAIS anxiety scorea
APAIS need for informationa
Severe acute postoperative pain, NRS ⱖ6

Utrecht cohort
2004

Inpatients
(n ⴝ 1395)

Outpatients
(n ⴝ 549)

Inpatients
(n ⴝ 591)

Outpatients
(n ⴝ 444)

58 (810)
45 (15)
3.1 (2.9)

55 (300)
38 (12)
2.7 (2.6)

53 (312)
50 (17)
3.4 (3.0)

64 (284)
42 (14)
3.3 (2.8)

4 (51)
27 (379)
15 (214)
36 (504)
18 (247)
44 (614)
9.4 (4.0)
6.6 (2.2)
67 (935)

4 (21)
38 (211)
24 (134)
30 (167)
3 (16)
20 (110)
9.6 (4.1)
6.4 (2.2)
48 (265)

9 (54)
28 (165)
18 (104)
30 (180)
15 (88)
11 (65)
9.2 (3.4)
5.4 (1.7)
36 (215)

9 (38)
30 (132)
22 (96)
36 (159)
4 (19)
0 (0)
9.2 (3.5)
6.2 (2.3)
33 (147)

a
Mean (standard deviation).
NRS ⫽ numerical rating scale; APAIS ⫽ Amsterdam preoperative anxiety and information scale.

rule with an adjusted intercept for an incidence of 35%
(intercept of ⫺1.53 instead of ⫺0.42, Table 3, Fig. 1).
Figure 2 shows the calibration line of the modified
prediction rule in the Utrecht cohort. The dotted line
shows the ideal situation in which the predicted risks
and the observed frequencies of postoperative pain
are completely in agreement. The solid line shows the
observed association between the predicted risks and
the observed frequencies. The prediction rule showed
good calibration when the rule was tested in the patients
of the Utrecht cohort (Fig. 2a). Note that when the
predicted risks were higher than 60%, the predicted risks
were slightly too high. To illustrate the necessity to
adjust the intercept according to the lower incidence of
severe postoperative pain, we also present the calibration line when we would have used the original
intercept of ⫺0.42 (Fig. 2b). In that case, the predicted risks would be systematically higher than the
observed frequencies.
Table 4 shows the observed number of patients
with and without severe postoperative pain across
score and risk categories estimated by the modified
rule in the Utrecht cohort. The incidence of severe
postoperative pain per risk stratum increased from
18% to 65%. For example, for patients with a score of
⫺10, the observed incidence of severe postoperative
pain was 21%, whereas for patients with a score of 1,
the observed incidence was 65%. Again, when the
predicted risks were higher than 60%, the predicted
risks were slightly too high (Fig. 2a).
The ROC area of the modified prediction rule in the
Utrecht cohort was 0.65 (0.57– 0.73).

DISCUSSION
We modified a previously developed rule to preoperatively predict the risk of severe acute postoperative
1334
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pain in surgical inpatients in order to make it applicable to both in- and outpatients. We used a less
stringent definition of severe acute postoperative pain,
i.e., NRS ⱖ6, to adhere to current quality indicators
and indications for administering analgesics. We revised the surgical classification and added surgical
setting to the model. We validated the modified rule
in inpatients and outpatients in a cohort of patients
who were treated later in time and in another hospital.
Since the incidence of severe postoperative pain was
lower (36% vs 62%), we used an intercept that corresponds to an incidence of 35%. The modified rule
showed good calibration and reasonable discrimination. To allow reliable identification of patients who
might benefit from more aggressive preemptive analgesic strategies, ideally the discrimination of the rule
should be higher. If future studies are able to identify
strong additional predictors, these may be added to
the model to increase the rule’s discriminative ability.
Researchers are often tempted to develop a new
prediction rule when a new patient sample shows
slightly different results. If every new patient sample
would lead to a new prediction rule, the information
that is captured in a previous prediction rule is
neglected.39,40 This is counterintuitive to the notion
that research should be based on as much data as
possible. The principle of using knowledge of previous studies has been recognized in etiologic and
intervention research, in which cumulative metaanalyses are more common. We demonstrated that the
original developed prediction rule could be modified
and simply adjusted for new groups of patients rather
than developing a new rule. This is in line with the
perception that validation and updating of prediction
rules is a continuing and multistage process.
ANESTHESIA & ANALGESIA

Table 3. Intercept and Regression Coefficients of the Predictors
in the Modified Prediction Rule Estimated in the Amsterdam
Cohort (n ⫽ 1944)
Predictor
Female gender
Age
Type of surgery
Lowest expected pain (reference)
Low expected pain
Moderate expected pain
High expected pain
Highest expected pain
Expected incision size ⱖ10 cm
Preoperative pain score
Anxiety score
Need for information score
Ambulatory surgery
Ambulatory surgery*
Female gender
Lowest expected pain (reference)
Low expected pain
Moderate expected pain
High expected pain
Highest expected pain
Intercept
Intercept for other incidences of severe
postoperative pain
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

Regression
coefficient
⫺0.004
⫺0.009
—
0.50
0.92
1.05
1.72
0.39
0.11
0.05
⫺0.05
⫺0.70
0.67
—
⫺0.10
⫺0.47
⫺0.07
⫺1.51
⫺0.42
⫺0.50
⫺0.71
⫺0.91
⫺1.11
⫺1.32
⫺1.53
⫺1.76
⫺2.01
⫺2.30

Different incidence-specific intercepts are shown to be used in populations with different
incidences of severe postoperative pain than the incidence in the Amsterdam cohort.
The formula of the prediction model is:

risk of pain
log 冦
冧 ⫽ linear predictor ⫽ ß0 ⫹ ß1 ⫻ predictor1 ⫹ . . . ⫹ ßn ⫻ predictorn.
1 ⴚ risk of pain
In this formula, ß0 is the intercept and ß1 till ßn are the regression coefficients. The risk of
severe postoperative pain in individual patients (scale: 0%–100%) can be calculated with the
1
formula: risk ⫽
.
1 ⫹ eⴚlinear predictor

The data to modify the prediction rule were obtained
from patients who underwent surgery between 1997 and
1999. Since then, several surgical protocols have
changed. For example, types of surgery that used to be
performed on inpatients only may now be applied in
ambulatory surgery as well. Also, the incidence of
severe postoperative pain may have decreased over
time as result of increased attention to protocols for
postoperative pain management. Therefore, we specifically tested the modified rule in patients from a
later period in another hospital that indeed had a
lower incidence of severe postoperative pain. The
modified rule showed good predictive performance.
Interest in the field is shifting to include consideration
of late (up to 24 h) postoperative pain, but preventing
the occurrence of NRS scores ⬎ ⫽ 6 or 7, has become
a quality of care indicator in various countries, including the Netherlands. Our continuing studies also focus
Vol. 107, No. 4, October 2008

on pain in the first 24 h. Nonetheless, severe postoperative pain in the PACU remains a highly relevant
outcome for patients.
Type of surgery was an important predictor in the
original prediction rule for inpatients. However, the
classification of surgical procedures was developed
for the prediction of postoperative nausea and vomiting. It was most likely not sensitive enough for the
prediction of postoperative pain. Previous classifications of surgical procedures on prediction of postoperative pain were not suitable for our study, as they
did not cover all procedures nor reflect the current
trend towards more outpatient procedures.21 Therefore, we developed a new classification of surgical
procedures based on the proportion of patients with
severe pain in the first hour. However, additional
validation of this surgical classification is required,
especially since some surgical groups were underrepresented in our sample.
For some of the predictors, gender and type of
surgery, the effect was different for inpatients and
outpatients, as reflected by a significant interaction
term (Table 3). Gender shows no predictive effect in
inpatients, whereas in outpatients the risk is twice as
high for female patients. Also, the effect of all types of
surgery on the risk of severe postoperative pain was
smaller (indicated by the negative interaction term) for
outpatients than for inpatients who were scheduled
for the same type of surgery. Hence, an outpatient
scheduled for the same surgery has a lower risk than
an inpatient (with the same characteristics). A simple
explanation cannot be given. Possibly, in- and outpatients scheduled for the same surgery differ in other
characteristics not covered by the predictors in our
rule. For example, it is conceivable that severity of the
disorder requiring surgery may be different between
in- and outpatients, leading to different risks of severe
postoperative pain.
Testing the hypothesis of different regression coefficients for in- and outpatients was done by adding
interaction terms between the variable “surgical setting”
and gender and type of surgery. Since the interaction
terms were statistically significant, the differences in the
effects were accounted for in the final model (Table 3).
These differences were confirmed when the entire
analysis was repeated for inpatients and outpatients
separately. An important reason to develop a single
model for both inpatients and outpatients by including the interaction effects as presented, instead of two
separate models, is that the estimated regression coefficients will be based on more data making the prediction model more stable enhancing its generalizability.
Moreover, we believe that one “parsimonious” prediction rule for both in- and outpatients simplifies the
application of the rule in practice.
The effects of most predictors included in the
modified rule have been described, such as the riskincreasing effect of high preoperative pain and anxiety
scores,22–25 and the risk-decreasing effect of age.21,22,26
© 2008 International Anesthesia Research Society
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Figure 1. Score chart to predict the risk of severe acute postoperative pain for inpatients and outpatients. The scores are based
on the regression coefficients of the prediction rule. For each patient, a sumscore can be calculated by counting the scores that
correlate to the characteristics of the patient. The total sumscore can be linked to the individual risk using the box. For
example, in an outpatient setting (score ⫽ ⫺4), a female patient (score ⫽ 3) of age 43 (score ⫽ ⫺2), has a preoperative pain
score of 9 (score ⫽ 5) is scheduled for a high expected risk of pain procedure (score ⫽ 5) with a small expected incision size
(score ⫽ 0), and has a preoperative anxiety score of 16 (score ⫽ 4) and a preoperative need for information score of 4 (score ⫽
⫺1). This patient has a total sumscore of 10. This total sumscore refers to a risk of severe postoperative pain of 83% (using
the lower part of the figure). When we use the formula of the prediction rule to estimate the risk of severe postoperative pain
for this patient (Table 3), we find a risk of 85%. For patients in settings with a different incidence (prior probability) of severe
postoperative pain, the corresponding constant should be used.
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Figure 2. Calibration line of the modified prediction rule in the
Utrecht cohort with adjusted intercept corresponding to the
different incidence (prior probability) of severe postoperative pain
(35% vs 62% in the Amsterdam cohort) (a) and with the original
intercept that corresponds to the incidence in the Amsterdam
cohort (b). Triangles indicate the observed frequency of severe
acute postoperative pain per decile of predicted risk. The solid
line shows the relation between observed outcomes and predicted risks. Ideally, this line equals the dotted line that
represents perfect calibration, in which the predicted risks
equal the observed frequencies of severe postoperative pain.

The effect of gender remains the subject of debate. We
confirmed the risk increasing effect of female gender
on postoperative pain only in outpatients.14 Although
there are studies in which female gender increased the

risk of severe postoperative pain in inpatients,22,27 most
studies (including ours) found no or only a small effect.26,28,29 Type of surgery has always been known to be
an important predictor of postoperative pain.22,30 –33 We
found that expected incision size is an independent
predictor in addition to type of surgery. It may seem
peculiar to include a predictor of which the value can
only be observed pre- or postoperatively in a rule that is
to be applied preoperatively. However, in nonemergency surgery, expected incision size can be reliably
estimated beforehand, given the large number of detailed surgical protocols in current practice. We are not
aware of other studies that examined the predictive
effect of expected incision size on postoperative pain.
A few other potential predictors of severe postoperative pain that were not included in our rule have
been described in the literature, notably BMI26,30 and
duration of surgery,24,26,28,30,31 although with conflicting results. In the original study among surgical inpatients, duration of surgery and BMI had no independent
predictive value. Also, in our current analysis among inand outpatients combined, these factors, including type
of anesthesia, showed no additional predictive effect: the
predictive performance of the rule was not increased by
addition of these three factors.
Our study has several limitations. We used only
predictors that can be easily obtained at the preoperative clinic. It is conceivable that genotype or specific
testing for individual pain thresholds may yield important additional predictive information. Indeed,
some pain threshold tests, such as cold and thermal
stimuli, suprathreshold pain stimuli and burn tests,
have been shown to predict the occurrence of acute
postoperative pain.26,34 –38 However, such tests require
specific equipment, are time-consuming and may be
burdensome for the patient. Thus far, they have not
found widespread application in preoperative care,
and their added predictive value beyond the more
easily obtainable predictors included in the present
rule remains to be quantified.
At present it is unknown whether clinical application of our prediction rule for severe postoperative pain will improve the quality of postoperative
pain management. The most logical application
would be to identify patients who are at high risk,
and in these patients apply a more aggressive
approach to prevention and treatment of postoperative

Table 4. Calculated Risk and Observed Incidence of Severe Postoperative Pain for Different Score Thresholds in the Utrecht Cohort
Calculated scorea

⬍⫺15

⫺14 to ⫺10

⫺9 to ⫺7

⫺6 to ⫺5

⫺4 to 0

⬎0

Mean calculated predicted
riskb of severe pain, %
Observed risk of severe
pain, % (n)
Number of patients

19

26

32

40

54

75

18 (9)

21 (54)

34 (84)

42 (84)

48 (112)

65 (33)

49

252

250

200

233

51

The score is calculated with the score chart of the modified prediction rule.
a
Categories of the score as calculated from the score chart (Figure 1).
b
Risk of severe acute postoperative pain as calculated with the modified prediction rule.
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pain. This could include multimodal pain therapy,
including regional/general anesthesia combination
techniques, and/or patient-controlled delivery of analgesics. For proper use of the modified prediction
rule in clinical practice, a specific risk threshold for the
application of preemptive or more extensive pain
treatment needs to be chosen. Practitioners are always
free to choose any threshold desired, although it is
obvious that when a high risk threshold is chosen,
fewer patients will receive treatment (with attendant
reduction in side effects and costs). In contrast, patients who might benefit from such treatment will not
be treated (which may in turn create additional costs).
Conversely, when a low risk threshold is chosen, more
patients will receive extensive pain treatment, which
will likely reduce the incidence of severe acute postoperative pain, albeit at the expense of over-treatment
(potentially leading to more side effects and higher
costs). A definition of the most cost-effective threshold
and assessing which more extensive preemptive pain
approaches would be best for patients of different risk
categories were beyond the scope of our study.
Although many prediction rules are available for
postoperative complications, surprisingly few exist to
predict postoperative pain. One was developed on
patients undergoing orthopedic and intraperitoneal
surgery.24 This rule included anesthetic technique,
expectation of postoperative pain and chronic sleeping difficulties. However, only chronic sleeping difficulties showed a predictive effect in the validation set.
Moreover, the rule was developed on a small dataset
(304 patients, of which 153 experienced severe postoperative pain) using far too many predictors (62). In
general, at least 10 events are needed for each predictor
considered.18 This means that at least 620 patients with
severe postoperative pain would have been needed
instead of 153. Therefore, this rule is likely “overfitted”
and the predictive value when applied in new patients
may be suboptimal.
In conclusion, we modified a previously developed
rule to predict severe postoperative pain for use in
both inpatients and outpatients. External validation in
patients who were treated more recently and in another center showed that the rule can be generalized in
time and place. The rule can be applied to other
patient populations with different incidences of severe
postoperative pain, by using an alternative model
intercept as we presented. We showed that this simple
adjustment to the rule was sufficient for recalibration,
instead of developing a new prediction rule. When
future studies are able to identify strong additional
predictors, these may be added to the model to
increase the rule’s discriminative ability. If the prediction rule proves to be robust in various other settings,
its application might improve the quality of postoperative pain management by timely identification of
patients who will benefit from more extensive analgesic regimens.
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APPENDIX
Figure 1
Nomogram and formula of the original prediction rule
to predict the probability of severe postoperative pain
within the first hour after surgery in surgical inpatients.

1a. Nomogram
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1b. Formula
log

( 1 −riskriskof ofpainpain ) = linear predictor = -1.74+0.22*female gender – 0.016*age + 0.38*laparoscopy +
0.59*ear/nose/throat surgery + 0.97*orthopedic surgery + 1.37*intra-abdominal surgery +
0.48*other type of surgery + 0.23*expected incision size ≥ 10 cm + 0.14*preoperative pain score
(NRS) + 0.053*APAIS anxiety score – 0.080*APAIS need for information score.
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